
 

             

 

 

 

A talk given to Duchy Circle Catenians on 11th January 2022 

by Fr Robbie Low 

 

CHRIST AND THE POLIS   (Politics and Christ )   

There was a fashionable wristband going round a few years ago which 

read, as an aide memoire to the wearer actions, WWJD – What would 

Jesus do?  This maybe a simple encouragement to act decently or refer to 

appropriate Scripture but, even then, is not easy to interpret. This presents 

peculiar difficulties when, as adults, we approach politics and elections.                       

We know, for example, that those who try to connect Jesus to any 

particular political system have a huge task ahead of them. That does not 

mean that, in this  important and practical area of human life, we should 

not try to discern regularly the impact of the Gospel on the life of the 

polis  - the city of man   and politics, the way in which he orders his 

personal and communal life.   This is because our politics is the most 

obvious practical way of implementing the practical conclusions of our 

Faith. And while, for the Christian, his vision is always turned towards 

the eternal, nevertheless his fitness for that eternity is measured both by 

the assent of his heart to the mandate of the Gospel  AND… the practical 

outworking of that belief as, for example , terrifyingly made clear by 

Jesus in His summary of the Last Judgement in Matthew25. (The sheep 

and the goats).  Our belief is never simply intellectual or emotional 

conviction but always has practical implications. The great Victorian 

children’s book, ‘The Water Babies’, attempts, not unsuccessfully, to 

incarnate this in the person of Mrs. Do As You Would Be Done By. 



(Who is, of course, in stark contrast to Mrs Be Done By As You Did. ) 

Contrasting pictures of Heaven and Hell.  

It is why Catholic Christians are generally big on the Corporal Works of 

Mercy.  If you want to look at the biggest charitable, relief, medical, 

educational  organisation in human history, you are looking at the 

Catholic Church.  Thus our politics are geared to that end. But that does 

not necessarily simplify our choices when we arrive at the ballot box – 

should we live in a society which enjoys that luxury. Of course there are 

societies which have the ballot but no choice except to vote for a state 

approved candidate. Or where, to quote Josef Stalin, ‘It’s not the votes 

that count, it’s who counts the votes.’ 

In our lifetime the world has primarily been divided between Capitalism 

and  Marxist socialism. Both Capitalism and Socialism would, among 

their religious devotees, claim some root in the Gospel. Marxism would 

simply rip up any pretence of the divine mandate. Socialism would claim 

that, in state control of the means of production, there is a mitigation 

against the rapacity of the greed which drives capitalism and a proper 

ordering of economic wellbeing.            Capitalism would claim that state 

control is a dead hand on the lever of progress and the ultimate 

disincentive to innovation, discovery and wealth which, in itself, raises 

the whole living standards of society, thereby benefitting the poor as well, 

both in the medium and long term.                                                                      

In the defence of Capitalism the Scripture scholar would return to Jesus’ 

Parable of the Talents where the entrepreneurial spirit is both lauded and 

seen as a test of fidelity and obedience. The man given a lot duly went out 

and made a lot. The man given little panicked and buried it in the garden. 

The Master, on His return, castigates the idler and removes the one talent 

that he had, telling him, en route, that the very least he could have done is 

put it with the bankers to gain interest. (A piece of advice which doesn’t 



hold up well with today’s interest rates). Nevertheless the Parable is 

strong meat. 

It sits over against a long tradition of Jewish teaching from Scripture 

condemning usury or moneylending which is precisely the wheel on 

which Capitalism turns. But there is, as ever, justifiable dispute here. Is 

usury all money lending or simply the crippling rates charged to the 

desperate by the unscrupulous?  For the pious Jew it was a dilemma – not 

least because Christian societies, aware of the Scriptural unease with 

interest, pushed the Jews into the ‘dirty’ business of money where to the 

disgust of their host community, they did really rather well. Their success 

in their unchosen trade, of course, encouraged the regular round of 

persecutions. The very indebted could find an immediate solution to their 

problems by exhorting, on some spurious context, a swift pogrom in the 

ghetto which eliminated the bondholder and, at a stroke, redeemed the 

debt. SIMPLES. 

Even today we may witness the extreme anxiety about moneylending 

with interest in Muslim society. A Muslim mortgage does not operate on 

interest but on a sort of Jesuitical gymnastics whereby the value of the 

property, owned by the bank, is enhanced and repaid as ‘rent’. Interest-

free Islamic mortgages are dearer than those for the infidel. 

On the whole Capitalism has thrived when interest rates were low and 

manageable – everybody gets a turn. High rates usually reflect times of 

crisis and uncertainty and economies stall. Most of us here will recall 

Black Wednesday when the Major Government tried to remain in the 

EERM  - (the forerunner to the Euro which so successfully bankrupted 

other EU members in the next crash) – and rates soared to an eye-

watering 15%. 

The other perceived call against Capital is that the Old Testament goes to 

great lengths to defend the poor. Support for capitalism and care of the 



poor are often seen as mutually exclusive. However the historical 

evidence is that Capitalism has provided – not an end to poverty  –  but, 

rather, a means by which all can benefit and in which all can participate. 

It has provided an amelioration of the lot of even the poorest, relative to 

other political systems, and, crucially, a way in which a man can use the 

fruits of his productive years to care for himself and his dependents in his 

unproductive years. He is not nor need be economically dependent on the 

State.  The potential brutality of capitalism has been, within states formed 

in the Judeo-Christian understanding, mitigated by laws, taxes and 

charitable incentives. William Gladstone, the great Victorian Christian 

Prime Minister summed up the essence of Liberal Capitalism when, as 

Chancellor of the Exchequer, he declared, ‘Let the wealth of the nation 

fructify in the pockets of the people’. Everyone gets a go. The State does 

not know best.    Perhaps the most pernicious result of Capitalism is that, 

having across the board provided men with the most reliable and 

abundant supply of  their material needs in human history, it has 

encouraged a forgetfulness of God and our ultimate dependence upon 

Him and thus a consequent spiritual atrophy. Circumspice. But at least it 

is mutable by common humanity and compassion. 

Capitalism’s great rival for the last century and a half has been Marxism. 

This is the most potent and enduring form of socialism. It has entranced 

much of the world with its simplistic formulae and godless materialism. 

The Marxist agenda sees the answer to inequality lying in the decisions of 

the all-powerful state. The means of production must be nationalised, the 

economy planned from on high and full employment as a norm. 

The problem for the advocates of this particular system lies in its roots 

and in its root contradiction. The French Revolution and its heirs 

screamed, ‘Liberty, Equality & Fraternity’ and while this seems initially 

attractive the first two are incompatible. You can strive for equality of 

opportunity, acknowledge the equality of human worth but the very idea 



of the imposition of equality itself is inimical to human freedom and, 

leading to the lowest common denominator, sets itself in contradiction to 

human reality. Besides, once you opt for a system that is godless 

materialism then human beings become simply expendable creatures of 

the State. ‘If matters is all there is -  then you don’t matter’.                      

In order to maintain this unreal theory there has historically required, as 

Orwell so forcefully put it, a system where ‘some animals are more equal 

than others’. 

Marxism has always failed to deliver the goods – quite literally. It has 

also failed to deliver the GOOD because it misunderstands Man and 

discounts God. The simplistic attractions of Marxism – from each 

according to his ability to each according to his need – have floundered in 

a sea of blood as regime after regime have confected repressive brutality, 

frequent famine, unending wars and broken economies. Tim Marshall, the 

Historical Geographer, sums it up well in his commentary on one such 

regime – Mengistu’s tragic Ethiopia of the 1980s. 

‘Mengistu brought in a Marxist- Leninist regime overseeing years of 

economic mismanagement and a campaign of terror. In the time honoured 

fashion of such governments it redistributed wealth….. to itself                                                                     

and took the Marxist principle that ‘property was theft’ to mean that it 

could thieve property’.                                                                                                        

None of us who saw the results will ever forget the photographs of the 

dying.  

Marshall’s damning epitaph for Mengistu could equally apply to every 

tyranny that blighted post- colonial Africa and today drives millions north 

to the sunnier plains of Europe. It could justly apply to the slaughter and 

despotism unleashed by Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot etc – all of whom made 

Hitler’s  brief and brutal outing of National Socialism seem merely 

amateur. 



Why am I rehearsing here what you already know and what we have 

lived through?  Because, brothers, we have live through a time when we 

sincerely believed that the sheer bankruptcy of Marxism had seen the 

regimes implode with the collapse of the Berlin Wall. We were relieved 

to see the apparent triumph of a gentler system of capital restrained and 

ordered  by democratic discipline and informed by long history of Judeo-

Christian ethics had won the field. Alas time has moved swiftly on.  

The rise of China, atheist, militant, imperialistic, and employing capitalist 

technique under a tyrannical government, has caught us mightily 

unprepared.  The Marxist agenda continues, contrary to all historical 

evidence, to intrigue the seats of learning in the West and infect our 

university studies. What the Frankfurt School of Marxists prophesied 

long ago – that, defeated in economics and in military terms, Marxism’s  

hope lay in what it called, ‘the long march through the institutions’.  Look 

around you. Government does not pay heed to the wishes of the people 

but to the orchestrated, howling mob of the pressure groups and lobbies. 

Our Faith is being ostracised from the education system and our witness 

made illegal. The streets of America have become the playground for the 

new fetish of intersectionality – a toxic brew of third wave feminism, old 

fashioned Marxism, racial grievance, gender perversion and philosophical 

deconstruction. The glove puppets of Satan are hard at work to destroy 

the hard won legacy of our children’s children. 

What we have we no longer hold. The highest achievements of 

Christendom are slipping away from us and from our children.  It is not 

just a war between economic preferences. It is a war between 

philosophies that reject God (and consequently demean Man) and the 

truth of the Faith – Man made in the image of God and responsible to 

Him and for one another. Between the human being as a tool of the state 

which demands loyalty higher than that of blood and the Faith which 



elevates the communion of family and society and thus recognises a 

higher destiny and endows a genuine dignity. 

In our stewardship of creation, in our declaration of the dignity of Man, in 

our assertion of the sanctity of life, in our commitment to philanthropy, in 

our pursuit of the works of mercy and our care of the poorest, in our 

proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour, we need 

to be back in the marketplace with St Paul, challenging the latest 

confections of the Dark Lord and pointing to the Light of Christ.                                                                       

Use it or lose it – that is the challenge to our civilisation today.                                 

As they say in the places of learning – ‘Discuss’. 
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